Parliamentary Government in England
House. The rigidity, of course, means an increasing
control of the House of Commons by the Cabinet; and
the secret of that control lies in the fact that the leaders
of the Government and*the Opposition alike are in control
of the activities of their members through the domination
of the party machine. The day of the independent mem-
ber has gone; and there is no prospect that it is likely
to be revived.
The causes of this increased rigidity are not simple.
Partly, of course, it is due to the fact that the vast
electorate of modern Britain requires a far more elaborate
party organization; this, naturally enough, has accreted
power to itself. Partly, also, the great increase in the area
of State-intervention has meant a great increase in Govern-
ment business in Parliament; a more rigid party structure
is necessary if that business is to be completed within
the necessary limits of time. Partly, too, perhaps, it is
possible that electorates of the modern size tend to accrete
about principles in terms of personalities; they return
their members less for their own sakes than for the leaders
they are to follow. The whole system of party has become
necessarily professionalized; and the very width of its
tasks has driven it to a discipline not unlike that of an
army. There may be protests against ita intensity; there
may be "caves" and even revolts* But most members of
a party recognize that g. break with it is not only a danger
to themselves; it also increases vastly the chance that
their opponents will be successful, if the break is of
serious proportions. Any considerable rebellion ift a party
is, therefore, an occurrence unlikely save in the gravest
circumstances; even in 1931, only sixteen members of
the Labour Party crossed the House with Mr, Ramsay
MacDonald,
It is a feature of the British system, though charao*
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